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i n t roduct ion

Material Culture and Jewish
Identity in America

On a train bound for Schenectady in December 1928, Mordecai Kaplan
continued his obsessive journal writing, this time in the third-person.
He chides himself for turning to “his latest fad,” once again postponing
a harder look at “the metaphysical problem which he set before himself.”
As Kaplan reflects on his “weakness for formulas” and the “universe of
words,” he regrets that he never had “the fortune of experiencing the
thrill of firsthand contact with things.” The journal became that sensual
thing for Kaplan, and it promised exposure to a material world. Writing in the third person, Kaplan venerates the empowering technology
of things:
But he never lost sight of the greater reality of the universe of things which
was denied to him. He never heard the phonograph, radio or telephone
without wishing it were appropriate to kneel down and worship. If he
had his way he would have created a ritual and recommended specific
benedictions to be recited before making use of these great products of
human ingenuity.1

Things fail to solve metaphysical problems, but they do attract reverence and religious homage. Kaplan draws a “universe of things” into the
orbit of ritual activity: hearing things compels appropriate devotion. Is
this false idol worship, offering to dead objects what should be God’s
own? Or has Kaplan tapped into the ways in which things move us, the
modes in which we see, touch, and hear things, and the magnetic appeal in and through which physical objects inflect and shape personal
identity? Perhaps Kaplan even senses the effervescent quality of things
1
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that speak—the radio, phonograph, and telephone. These things come
alive, as it were, and so deserve his ritual worship and attention. In this
material universe, Kaplan can experience the thrill, firsthand, of sensual
touch and religious reverence.
For Jewish immigrants like Kaplan, America offered many such
enticing goods. Material temptations surrounded the immigrant world,
and seduced Jews, as they did Kaplan, into the “greater reality” of enlivened things. Through such physical exposure, Jews fashioned a material
Jewish identity in America. It is an identity steeped in the magnetic and
alluring quality of things. Even more, American Jews produced secondorder reflections on the nature of things and their material charms. Jews
were profoundly embedded in the very culture that provoked their own
musings on identity and materiality. The dynamic interplay between
American Jewish thought and culture is the subject of this study.
This book explores how American Jews work with things, and how
they think about them in ways that produce distinctive identities. By
linking the material dimensions in culture to Jewish identity in order
to create what I call material Jewish identity, I seek to inscribe the very
thing I want to uncover: the material features of Jewish thought and
practice. American Jews like Kaplan constructed their selves in and
through material objects. Kaplan is mesmerized by things, but he is not
the only Jew in America to be drawn to the vivifying effect of the material landscape. Yet he does capture the central preoccupations of this
book: the modes by which Jews confront objects; how devotion to the
past (living only in a “universe of words”) limits material abundance and
success; the ways in which place—the “universe of things” or a local train
to Schenectady—inspires Jewish thought and practice; the presence of
physical objects in Jewish ritual life; the formation of character tethered
to material things; the visual paradigms in and by which Jews see things;
and the manner in which those objects, in turn, speak to Jews. This book
explores how American Jewish thinkers as diverse as Joseph Soloveitchik, Abraham Joshua Heschel, Joshua Loth Liebman, Eric Fromm, and
Mordecai Kaplan fantasize about objects, and the impact of those things
on American Jewish thought. But it is also a book about visual and literary culture, and the methods by which narrative, film, and photography
trace the material formations of Jewish heritage and character. Jewish
thought is a cultural practice, and that practice generates compelling
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accounts of an identity steeped in material culture. This is what I mean
by material Jewish identity in America.
For too long, scholars have stuffed Jewish thought into intellectual,
social, or political straitjackets. Reflections on Jewish thought have become critical—and still important—exercises in epistemology, social
critique, aesthetics, as well as philosophical and social ethics.2 Some,
as reflected in Jonathan Freedman’s impressive work Klezmer America,
have turned to cultural studies to reinvigorate a multifaceted and creative Jewish ethnicity. But Freedman has little to say about Jewish religious thought, and often neglects it for the staple cultural issues of ethnicity and race.3 This book, in contrast, weaves religious discourse into
the fabric of cultural studies, fastening the physical, bodily, and sensual
pleasures of material life to religious thought. It broadens the rubric of
cultural studies to include the theoretical but deeply material musings of
Soloveitchik, Kaplan, Heschel, Liebman, and other Jewish thinkers. But
it also recaptures the stuff of Jewish culture—literary works, as well as
The Jazz Singer films and Lilith magazine glossies—to better understand
the material dimensions of Jewish identity in America. Kaplan evokes
this sense of cultural depth as a “greater reality of the universe of things”:
a world, so he claims, worthy of veneration. This book is but one form of
tribute to the charms of the material world.
Those charms reveal the material roots of American Jewish thought.
In stating it this way, I want to expose the cultural patterns that inform
Jewish thinking about things, and the visual and literary paradigms
that ground Jewish identity in objects. In short, I seek to wed cultural
studies to Jewish thought. A marriage like this does not come easily,
especially for those trained in modern Jewish philosophy. In my graduate school days, students of religion would study the great European,
American, and Israeli thinkers, while historians stuck to cultural trends.
Religion types like myself rarely cared about social worlds; we had great
thoughts to think, problems to solve, intellectual patterns to trace, and
a philosophical heritage to recount. When I first read Soloveitchik, I
turned to Kant and Kierkegaard, together with Jewish law and biblical
texts, to understand his world of halakhah. But you will not find that
philosophical heritage in my discussion of Soloveitchik’s Halakhic Man
and Lonely Man of Faith in chapter 3. Instead, I turn to cultural theories
of urban religion, and how city images and landscapes inform Soloveit-
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chik’s theory of Jewish law. I situate his work within notions of the urban
holy and the transformative potential of the streets. In other words, I
want to turn Soloveitchik into a cultural theorist, one who thinks deeply
about his material landscape and its impact on Jewish observance. It is a
thinking about identity within the physical spaces and material objects
of experience. Cultural studies drags Jewish thought into the messiness
and allure of city life, into the “universe of things” that seduce, enliven,
and transfigure Jewish identity. One can certainly study Kaplan’s theory
of civilization, or his appropriation of Durkheim’s social theory, or even
Soloveitchik’s philosophical dance with Kant and Kierkegaard. These are
all worthy pursuits. But this book does not walk along those theoretical
paths. Instead, it reveals the material culture within Kaplan’s Jewish
thought, and the urban roots of Soloveitchik’s legal world. I uncover
artistic performances that deliver the material stuff of civilizations, show
how Kaplan personifies his journal as a material friend in lieu of community, and explore Boston’s urban streets that inflect Soloveitchik’s
view of Jewish law. If Kaplan turns to material products, like his journal,
to bear witness to a life well-lived, then Soloveitchik transforms urban
chaos into a holy grid of religious byways. Journals and holy grids bind
Jewish thought to culture.
In more than one way, Kaplan is the hero of this book. He introduces all the thematic concerns that situate my portrayal of American
Jews—the cultivation of material identity in America; the weight of the
past on material success; the chaotic allure of cityscapes; the presence,
seductive appeal, and inescapable texture of things; and the ways in
which Jews visualize heritage through artistic mediums. Each of the
following chapters takes up these issues in some detail, working through
Jewish texts that foster material identity. The chapters are ordered in
roughly chronological order, critically addressing a central theme in the
construction of Jewish identity in America.
Chapter 1 focuses on Kaplan’s description of his journal as a material friend—as a physical exposure of self that cultivates and situates his
presence in America. Kaplan becomes American in and through his
journal as he reflects on the meaning of journal writing and its relation
to personal identity. A study of his journal from 1913 to 1934 reveals what
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett calls “the constitutive power of display.”
Objects become particular, recognizable things in and through contex-
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tual performances. Kaplan’s journal is one such performance and display. It is an arranged and classified item that explores identity through
an “exhibitionary logic.” Kirshenblatt-Gimblett rightly emphasizes the
staging of identity that also captures Kaplan’s imagination: “The agency
of display . . . is not to be folded into ‘the image of the Jew’ or even representation, whether discursive or demographic. Display not only shows
and speaks, it also does—with greater or lesser success.”4 Kaplan’s journal
witnesses to this power of display, for it materializes his Jewish identity
in a cultural, artistic medium. This is but one of the material artifacts
that make up a civilization—Kaplan’s embracing term for the cultural,
artistic, and religious products and folkways of ethnic groups. Kaplan’s
Jewish self is on display in a journal that exposes his modernist anxieties
of self-fashioning. The journal also physically embodies Kaplan’s desire
as an immigrant to create something of permanence in his new homeland. He fashions his Jewish American identity by inscribing it in his
journal—that “agency of display” in which Kaplan labors “to be seen and
heard.”5 The journal does not represent Kaplan, nor does it signify deeper
or more transcendent meanings. Instead, the journal embodies what Kaplan calls his “self-aspect” because it enacts his material self in America.
For Kaplan, writing is a kind of material act of exposure, in which he
embodies his Jewish identity within an American social world.
Immigrants like Kaplan struggled with their past inheritance to
cultivate a home in America. Jewish ancestors and their claims upon
religious and cultural observance often inhibited a full exposure to the
American scene. It was a heavy weight to sustain and nurture, and a
good many American Jews sought a lighter freight with fewer obligations. Matthew Frye Jacobson observes how Americans deny a difficult
and conflicted past to make room for another, more congenial heritage.
He describes the contrivance of a “roots trip” that dislodges a cumbersome, often tragic history, in order to nurture a more exultant, glorious
narrative. Immigrants often absorb or even create this kind of story as
they establish “roots” in a new country. They displace past burdens with
more liberating blessings. It is a willful forgetting that forges new beginnings.6 This is precisely what Edward Bernays, Joshua Loth Liebman, and
Eric Fromm sought to do for America—the subjects of chapter 2. Bernays, the nephew of Sigmund Freud, appropriated his uncle’s psychology
to liberate Americans from repressive desires inherited from the past.

